all the odd faces (e.g. pentagons), usually assigned to empty π-electron faces. It has been demonstrated [10] that fullerenes show a PC structure if and only if they have a Fries structure, which is a Kekulé structure having the maximum possible (i.e., v/3) number of benzenoid faces. The associated Fries structure ensures the total resonance (i.e., conjugation) of the molecule [15] .
A joint flower JFw covering, with circulenes of the type [n:p n ], can appear either in Platonic (a single flower-type) or Archimedean (two flower-types) tessellations. The case [5:6 5 ] of corannulene is unique and is encountered in the fullerene C 140 (Fig. 1, left) . The case [6:6 6 ] of the coronene flower is encountered in polyhex tori.
A disjoint flower DFw tessellation is a disjoint set of flowers, covering all the vertices in the molecular graph. Corannulene [5:6 5 ] as DFw can be seen in fullerene C 240 (Fig. 1, right) . A variety of circulene patches can be drawn by using sequences of map operations. The reader is invited to consult some recent articles in this respect [17, 18] . Circulenes as patches in fullerenes have been discussed in two previous papers [13, 19] . Several circulenes have been synthesized [20] [21] [22] [23] .
In this article, several patches of interest to the structure elucidation and/or direct synthesis of fullerenes or ordered schwartzites were designed and their stability was evaluated in terms of the total energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap as well as in terms of the HOMA and NICS indices of aromaticity.
Computational details
The geometries of the polycyclic hydrocarbon molecules have been optimized at the HF/6-31G(d) and B3LYP/6-31G(d) level of theory (unless otherwise specified) with the Gaussian 09 suite of programs [24] . The NICS indices [25] were calculated (using the GIAO method [26] ) at the ring centers (NICS(0)) and at 1 Å above and under the centers (NICS(+1), NICS(-1)). Also, the magnetic susceptibilities were computed using the GIAO method [26] . The HOMA indices [27] [28] [29] 
Results and discussion
The stability of five circulenes: coronene [6:6 6 ], isocoronene [6:(5,7) 3 ], sumanene [6:(5,6) 3 ], and two corazulenes [4:(7(5c)) 4 ] and [4:(7(5d)) 4 ] were investigated by means of their aromatic character. Geometric (HOMA index) and magnetic (NICS index) criteria were used for the quantification of the circulenes' aromaticity.
Evaluation of the global stability
In order to evaluate the stability of the considered polycyclic compounds, the HOMO-LUMO gap and total energy per number of C atoms were computed ( Table 1 ). The HOMO-LUMO gap may be considered as an approximation to the chemical hardness and an indicator of the molecular kinetic stability.
Larger values of the HOMO-LUMO gap are found for coronene and sumanene (about the italicized Δ-value in Table 1 ) and suggest a higher stability of these two experimentally known molecules.
Evaluation of the local aromaticity
In order to estimate local aromaticities of the circulenes under study, the NICS(0) and NICS(1) indices were computed for every ring of the polycyclic hydrocarbons. Results of these calculations are displayed in Tables 2 to 6 and evaluated below.
For coronene, the NICS data show a pronounced aromatic character of the outer benzenic rings and lower aromatic or even non-aromatic character of the core hexagon. These data support these "radialene"-structures of coronene, as depicted in Fig. 2 , left. The HOMA data also show an enhanced aromaticity on the outer rings.
It should be noted that coronene itself is not a totally resonant hydrocarbon [15, 31] because every Kekulé structure leaves some carbon atoms outside of the sextet rings. However, Clar [9] proposed that if the three sextets of coronene can migrate into the neighboring rings, an extra ring current would emerge. The sextet migration current can be taken as an argument in favor of the enhanced aromaticity of coronene (compared to some other polycyclic hydrocarbons, e.g. naphthalene and anthracene) [31] .
Computations of the NICS(0) index for [6:(5,7) 3 ] isocoronene (Fig. 2, middle) provide close values for the central 6-membered and the 5-membered rings of this polycyclic structure, the rather low negative values indicating a low aromatic character ( Table 3) . The NICS(0) positive values of the 7-membered rings suggest a non-aromatic character. The NICS(1) index is often employed as an indicator of the π-electron delocalization; in the case of 6-and 5-membered rings of isocoronene, it provides "more negative" values. The enhanced values are attributed by Fowler et al. [32] to the electron flow through the outside perimeter of the rings. On the other hand, the HOMA values show a different trend compared to both of the NICS indices, suggesting a more pronounced aromatic character of the central benzenic ring (see also [33] ).
The values of the NICS(0) and NICS(1) indices for sumanene (Fig. 2, right) correspond to an anti-aromatic character of the pentagons, a strong aromatic character of the outer benzene rings and a lower aromatic character of the core R[6] ring ( Table 4) . The HOMA data closely parallel their NICS counterparts. Both the NICS(0) and NICS(1) values obtained for the [4:(7(5c)) 4 ] corazulene non-planar structure (Fig. 3,  left) show an anti-aromatic character for all the rings. The differences between indices of the two classes of 5-membered cycles may be due to the non-planar geometry of the [4:(7(5c)) 4 ] corazulene. HOMA values show a different trend ( Table 5) .
The data for [4:(7(5d)) 4 ] corazulene (Fig. 3 , right) demonstrate a strong aromatic character of the 5-membered rings, low aromatic character of 7-membered rings and an anti-aromatic character of the cyclobutadiene-like ring (Table 6 ). The HOMA values exhibit a trend different from that of both NICS indices. The coronene and sumanene patches can be inserted into 3D-structures such as the tetrahedrally spanned fullerenes depicted in Fig. 4 . These structures can be derived from the fullerene C 84 and were named Cor_T_84 and Sum_T_84, respectively (to remember the coronene=Cor and sumamene=Sum are embedded in the (open) Tetrahedron T, while the last number counts the atoms in the structure); they can also be considered as junctions of nanotubes [2] . Even though there are many tessellations for the tetrahedral nanotube junctions, we opted for these two patches, as they also represent real molecules. The data for these structures are compiled in Table 7 , in comparison to those for Buckminster C 60 fullerene. One can see that the two tetrahedral structures show a pertinent stability, when compared to that of the reference fullerene, with Sum_T_84 being particularly stable.
The NICS(0) values in the Cor_T_84 species (Fig. 4, left) are in good agreement with those in the free coronene molecule (Table 2) , differing only in the slightly increased aromaticity of the core ring and the splitting of the unique (averaged) values for the outer hexagonal ring into two values; one larger for the free (quasi plane) hexagons and one lower for the bound hexagons (denoted R 6,plane and R 6,bound respectively, in Table 8 ). The DFT data show (in general) the same trend, with evenly increased negative values of NICS indices. This description is in agreement with a radialene-type structure of coronene (Fig. 2, left) , with a low population of π-electrons on the core hexagon.
The index NICS(+1) refers to the "inside" while NICS(-1) refers to the "outside" of spanned tetrahedral fullerenes. The NICS(+1) show negative values larger than those provided by NICS(-1), indicating a higher conjugation of π-electrons inside the structure.
Also, the NICS(+1) values suggest the bound hexagons R 6,bound being more aromatic than the core hexagon (in the opposite to the NICS(-1) data).
The HOMA values calculated for the Cor_T_84 species exhibit the same trend as the NICS(-1) values, namely the highest aromaticity of the free hexagons R 6,plane , followed by the R 6,Core and finally the bound hexagons. The HOMA index permits the calculation for the coronene patch covering Cor_T_84 as well as for the whole molecule (Table 8) . However, these values are meaningless when ordering the molecules by their aromaticity is attempted. In the Sum_T_84 structure (Fig. 4, right) , all the NICS values exhibit the highest aromaticity of the outer R 6 rings in comparison to the core hexagon (see also Table 4 ). The pentagons appear rather anti-aromatic by NICS(-1) values but still aromatic by NICS(+1) values, (with lower values in comparison to the core hexagon). The NICS description is in agreement with a triphenylene picture of the sumanene patch.
In case of HF-data, the HOMA values follow the trend of NICS(0) and NICS(-1) values, while in the DFToptimized structure, the trend of HOMA values were different from that of NICS indices.
The extent of strain, as given by POAV1 theory [34, 35] , varies among the rings. It has the greatest value for the bound-hexagons in Cor_T_84 and for the core hexagon and pentagons in Sum_T_84, but these values are even lower than those for the C 60 fullerene (8.256 kcal mol -1 ) because the present structures are "opened fullerenes". The extent of strain for the patch and the whole molecule are again irrelevant.
Since the NICS and HOMA calculations indicated the presence of some antiaromatic substructures, we found necessary to recalculate the basic flowers: coronene, isocoronene and sumanene, both in singlet and multiplet states ( Table 9) .
There were no important differences in HOMO-LUMO (Δ) gap values between the alpha and beta orbitals of the triplet states (in italics) of coronene and isocoronene molecules, as the conjugacy of the pi-electron was not deeply affected.
The sumanene triradical should be non-planar. Planarization induces in-plane symmetry breaking; as a consequence, the sumanene gap value presented in Table 1 is overestimated. The differences in HOMO-LUMO gap of the alpha and beta orbitals, in the higher multiplicity state, clearly indicates a lower conjugasy (and a lower aromaticity) for the sumanene structure. As a substructure of Sum_T_84, the sumanene patch appears to be stabilized in comparison to the free molecule (compare the data in Tables 7 and 9 ).
In addition to the evaluation of the local aromatic character, the exaltation of the magnetic susceptibility -as a measure of pi-electron delocalization-has Table 7 . The total energies E tot , total energy per number of C atoms E tot /C and the HOMO-LUMO gaps Δ of the tetrahedrally spanned fullerenes based on coronene and sumanene, respectively and the reference C 60 fullerene.
Structure
Level of theory E tot (au) E tot /C (au) been computed. According to the theory [38, 39] , the aromatic systems will show negative values of the magnetic susceptibility exaltation, while positive Λ values are attributed to antiaromatic compounds. The results are given in Table 10 , along with the computed isotropic (χ iso ) and anisotropic (χ aniso ) magnetic susceptibilities [40] according to the equations below:
The exaltation of the magnetic susceptibility in coronene may be compared to the existing literature data: -117 ppm (HF/6-31G*, CSGT method) [40] , -103 ppm (experimental value) [41] . The computation Table 5 ).
Conclusions
Stability of five different circulenes were evaluated according to their total energy and the HOMO-LUMO gap values, computed on optimized structures at HF and DFT levels of theory. The local aromaticities of the polycyclic hydrocarbons in question (or their corresponding patches) were quantified with the magnetic and geometric criteria, namely the NICS and HOMA indices. The properties of the coronene and sumanene patches in two tetrahedrally spanned fullerenes (i.e., nanotube junctions) were calculated and compared to those in the isolated circulenes. The evaluation of aromatic character may be helpful in explaining various aspects related to the stability/reactivity of these molecules. The data presented herein suggested the coronene and sumanene patched tetrahedral structures as potential candidates for laboratory synthesis. 
